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Twentieth century American illustrator Edward Gorey’s pen and ink drawings 

subvert traditional images of children; his images represent the tenets of disability theory, 

cuteness, and whiteness in relation to child figures in children’s literature. Inspecting 

Gorey’s illustrations provides insight into traditional images of children, and emphasizes 

how his portraits represent children as disabled figures. I examine four books contain-

ing Gorey’s illustrations for literary and aesthetic analysis. In The Doubtful Guest, a boy 

deals with psychological challenges; in The Beastly Baby and The Shrinking of Treehorn, 

both the infant and Treehorn live with disabled bodies; The Gashlycrumb Tinies displays 

aspects of psychological, physical, and positional disabilities through alphabetized por-

traits of girls and boys. This thesis connects disability theory, cuteness, and whiteness to 

children’s literature to address pervasive, predetermined images of children in Western 

literature and questions the larger issue of whether the elements comprising adult inter-

pretations of child-images can harm real children.
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INTRODUCTION: 

P IS FOR THE PESTILENT PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, AND T IS FOR THE 

THWARTING THESIS STATEMENT

“There must be a primary concern for visual response to what is taking place and deci-
sions will depend on this . . .” (10)
“Look in order to see and experience what personal responses you have” (9)

-Maurice de Sausmarez, Basic Design: the Dynamics of Visual Forms

In this thesis I use illustrations of children by Edward Gorey as tools to provide 

visual representations of disability theory, cuteness and whiteness. The intent is to prove 

physical appearances of girls and boys in children’s literature express more to the reader 

than figurative means of identification. My argument is that Gorey’s pictures of them jux-

tapose these literary terms. Gorey’s storybook pictures of children may represent modes 

of physical and psychological disabilities in their shape, size and color. In their forms 

these images may become disabled figures in an adult’s visual experience. I propose these 

interpretations could be detrimental to real children because they can create a set image 

of them. An arch of this thesis is to inspire an adult to look carefully at a drawing of a girl 

or boy in children’s books in order to become aware of an illustrator’s deliberate place-

ment of visual codes that make up these images. I suggest that looking solely at pictorial 

texts—not written texts—fosters a more detailed understanding of connections between 

signifiers and the signified (the associations and connections between a picture and what 

it means to an individual). In some cases images of infantile characters remembered from 

childhood serve as a justification for an adult’s abuse of a child. This proposal may seem 

to be an impressive leap from an illustration of a child to the mistreatment of a living 

child, nevertheless this is my challenge. 
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My research has led me to believe adults have the potential to interpret storybook 

drawings of children as disabled figures. This reasoning comes from comparing pictures 

of girls and boys in children’s literature to concepts of disability theory and the philoso-

phies of cuteness and whiteness. The attributes that fit these literary approaches to abnor-

mal bodies may imply negative images for an adult. To them, these figures may be per-

ceived as holding uncontrollable and unattainable accolades, ones that accost delightful 

representations of children. Gorey usurps romantic pictures of a child and instead draws 

a figure that disturbs his or her Victorian picture book counterpart. He plays with and cri-

tiques illustrations from the nineteenth century “Golden Age” of children’s literature. To 

his readers he presents questions about this epoch’s vision of children, while at the same 

time humoring and chastising Victorian traditions in illustrations.

It seems to be difficult for a reader to look at a current illustration of a child that 

revisits an older version without injecting his own timeframe into it. A person’s response 

always involves his now. Interpretations are always dirtied by history and experience and 

therefore are never pure. These interpretations affect not just an individual’s touch, sight, 

smell, taste, and hearing, but also kinesthetic sense, the sense of movement of one’s body; 

the sense of what is going on inside one’s body, such as breathing (or feeling unable to 

get a breath); and the sense of temperature: heat and coldness, which effects the interior 

and exterior of the body. One way the body is introduced to these experiences is through 

drawings that contain motifs and tropes from the past. When done correctly, as in Gorey’s 

drawings, these elements are strong enough to have a lasting hold on the reader’s mind. 

The great artist knows it is impossible to see any image without connecting it to a per-

son’s own moment in time. This needs to be established in order to understand the total 

adult experience of looking at an illustration of children, with its possible consequences 

on living children. John Updike in his book Just Looking writes that an illustrator of 

children’s books surpasses all other artists in the impressionability of his audience in that 

what touches one’s mind will produce an indelible effect beyond calculation. He writes 
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there is “no doubt, the receiving surface of a child’s psyche being so soft and mysteri-

ously laden and momentous with its raw energy” (36) has this ability. A child usually is 

introduced to storybook images in his bedroom at bedtime by an adult. At the very mo-

ment the parent or guardian is reading the story to the child each is experiencing different 

reactions to the text and illustrations. Adults may also find that they want to shield and 

censor some material from the young person sitting beside them. Where does this need 

come from? Jonathan Bignell in his book An Introduction to Television Studies explains 

that censoring is in a continuing conflict with two different meanings of childhood and 

“when considering how television regulations protect children, it is important to remem-

ber that the meanings of childhood are both contradictory and the product of adult think-

ing” (242). It is the adults’ perspectives that I bring along with me in this paper. I want 

to demonstrate how adults interpret violent scenes that involve a child figure. According 

to my research, adults fear violence more than children. Children experience violence 

everyday by falling off their bikes or being hit by another child. Adults do not often 

experience these actions and when they do it is more significant and memorable than 

for children. They may also fear a loss of control that could result in a violent act. The 

question is when a person finds himself in a moment of violent behavior toward a real 

child do images of defenseless children in children’s literature have the potency, which 

Updike writes about, to flash in their minds and give them an excuse for their irrational 

actions? In Kevin Shortsleeve’s MA Thesis on Gorey he cites Mavis Reimer who divides 

violence portrayed in stories into two types: “violent texts that privilege violent solutions 

to conflict;” and violent texts that “distance violent acts from the consequences of vio-

lence” (47). Gorey said he drew the everyday. He offers the reader a view of potentially 

unsettling and disturbing situations involving children, and insinuates devious adults are 

off stage. To complete these scenes Gorey incorporates motifs and tropes repeated inces-

santly in illustrations in children’s literature beginning in Victoriana.    
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GOREY’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF DIFFERENTLY ABLED CHILDREN

Edward Gorey (1925-2000) drew children with uncommon appearances. Even 

when his figures have balloon shape heads and tiny bodies which are motifs often seen in 

illustrations of children in children’s literature his figures are more complex: not beautiful 

(in terms of Western art), yet not unattractive; cute, but not angelic. It is because of the 

makeup of his girls and boys, the flat foreheads and coal shape eyes, that disability theory 

and the topics of cuteness and whiteness may be combined with these illustrations to ar-

gue that images of children in storybooks can be interpreted by adults as disabled bodies. 
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GOREY’S DRAWINGS OF GIRLS AND BOYS SHARPENS MODES OF 

DISABILITY THEORY 

Gorey’s drawings of children in The Gashlycrumb Tinies (1963) seem to coincide 

with leading disability theory scholar Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s intension in her 

book Extraordinary Bodies (1997) “to critique the politics of appearance that governs 

our interpretations of physical differences...and to shift our conception of disability from 

pathology to identity” (137). Gorey’s Gashlycrumb children hit upon signs distinguish-

able solely on bodies of illustrated children; and the politics that construct what con-

stitutes a child-image. These are visible in his pictures of girls and boys. Gorey’s and 

Garland-Thomson’s work allows for analysis to begin to tear down the code of beliefs 

that form a picture of a child, in order to reconstruct the vastness of what is a child-image. 

Even though at first glance the fictional children characters in Gashlycrumb Tinies may 

be, as Garland-Thomson says, “concise trope[s] for a wide range of human misery and 

corruption” (84), to a viewer’s mind their bodies may translate also into “free-floating 

signifier[s] for evil and woe that envelopes and diminishes the figures so that they tend 

to become gestures of human wretchedness rather than characters with whom readers 

might identify” (Garland-Thomson 84). In addition, if sentimentality enters the viewer’s 

mind a forced display of emotions of sympathy and pathos may arise, which tends to 

produce clichés, and in effect, render real feelings as hypocritical. Garland-Thomson 

states this derogatory literary concept “uses disabled figures...to generate sympathy [by]

[. . .] construct[ing] the disabled figure as burdened by the limitations and uncertainties of 

individual embodiment” (81). She argues “Jerry Lewis’s Telethons testify not only to the 

cultural demand for body normalization, but to our intolerance of the disabled” (46). Ex-

amples of this are the picture of the deformed yet somehow cute girl or boy held upright 
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by crutches. Here ideal versions of a child battle the ‘Other’ image, which consigns the 

Other to a symbol of the Ugly. The Other is a signal that means unwanted. Or it may be 

pertinent for this Other body, a child’s disabled body, to exist in order to more fully desire 

the normal child. The recognition of a cute child factors out the disabled body image. The 

viewer’s rejection of an illustration of an ugly child has the potential to lead the adult to 

inflict emotional and physical violence upon a real child if that child has the same defor-

mities as the image. 

Tobin Siebers in his book Disability Theory (2011) discusses the hold disabled 

bodies have on society. Siebers questions the assumption that “[n]ondisabled people 

have the right to choose when to be able-bodied” (10). He argues that an individual 

without any disabilities does not actually see his body; he does not envision his body in 

everyday activities; nor does he see any of his body’s special features. Only when there 

is a perceived damage to a normate’s body does that person decide something is wrong 

with it. Bodies that perform tasks with accuracy may assume they are able to see faults 

and understand types of obstacles people with disabilities deal with. But the normate is 

always only limited to what they can see. A professor once told me that no matter how 

great one’s intensions may be he is limited in what he can see, and may not be able to see 

everything. This could be interpreted to mean that someone may potentially hide aspects 

of his psychological being from those who surround him; allowing his community only 

a glimpse into his persona. It may be impossible for a physically disabled body to have a 

private body, only a public one, which leaves his physique open to assumptions pertain-

ing to what he can achieve with it. Gorey’s illustrations of children may reflect the idea 

that disability is inseparable from suffering, weakness, and neediness. This would be 

inaccurate because Gorey was interested in the child’s total experience as a small body. 

Siebers echoes Gorey’s concern by saying that “[what disabled people] must suffer . . . 

from [is] prejudice” (20); “The idea that suffering produces weak identity . . . reinforces 

the ideology of ability” (14), one of Sieber’s main philosophies. He says the disabled 
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generally do not see themselves as fragile or ill-equipped. Still, they often deal with the 

general public’s staring, watching, and closely observing their movements. They want to 

see whether (what they believe to be) an abnormal figure can accomplish regular daily 

activities; activities which only they, at no fault of their own, have been taught to perform 

correctly. In contrast,”[d]isabled people must try to be as able-bodied as possible all the 

time” (10).  This acting progresses into the disabled sexual identities, to whether he or she 

is portraying a male or female role. Applying Judith Butler’s work on the performance of 

sexes, a little girl learns quickly how to give a cute performance to entertain adults around 

her. In this case cuteness is connected to normality. Construction of ‘normal’ goes back 

to the theory that it “signifies conformity, voluntarily and/or coincidentally, to dominant 

ideology, which seeks to weed out nonconformity under the rapacious cloak of public-life 

secrecy” (Hagood 17). Gorey’s illustrations of children confront standards of normal that 

are instilled into American girls’ and boys’ minds since early childhood. This paper includes 

a selection of illustrations of children by Gorey that I will link to these concepts of disabil-

ity theory. I am using Gorey’s illustrations of children to discuss, in order, psychological, 

physical, and positional disability. In this thesis positional disability refers to trapped situa-

tions and settings in which Gorey has placed his children in particular scenes.

I have selected The Doubtful Guest to analyze psychological disability. One in-

terpretation of the story is that the boy’s psyche has been pulled from his body and trans-

formed into the creature’s. The boy may be worrying that his guardians are analyzing him 

and comparing him to the creature. Will he be diagnosed as psychologically sound? Will he 

believe himself to be mentally stable, and able to restrain himself unlike the doubtful guest? 

This may be his test. The boy’s unrelenting stare and expression of intense assessment of 

the creature, plus their matching stances in scenes flags his concerns with mental weakness. 

The boy in The Doubtful Guest is an early drawing of a child by Gorey. The 

scene of the first encounter between the creature and family establishes early on a non-

verbal relationship between the boy, the adults and creature. The boy and creature may 
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be unwanted guests in the surrounding adult world. In figure 1 the Doubtful Guest’s 

scarf and the heavily inked clothes of the adults have been picked up by a wind moving 

the garments to the right. By this positioning and color of the objects, Gorey connects 

the unwanted creature to the people of the estate. From the creature’s scarf to the dark 

clothes the two adults wear the viewer’s eye next rest on the boy’s figure. In contrast to 

them the boy wears white clothes and is blonde, which provides a striking contrast be-

tween him and the creature. Then the lines creating the boy move the viewer’s eye up to 

his face. Gorey does this by drawing his body so that it resembles an upward arrowhead. 

This is where it appears Gorey wants the attention to be, to analyze the child’s reaction to 

the creature. Further into the story is a scene of the same adults and child who all stand 

behind a heavy curtain, yet the boy seems to be able to see the black visitor, even if it ap-

Figure 1. Edward Gorey, illustration from The Doubtful Guest, pen and ink, 1957, reprint 
by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust.
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pears unlikely from his position. The little boy and creature again have the same position 

of their feet, legs and head once more suggestion the psychological connection.

Gorey may have been influenced by two illustrators of his time, Quentin Blake 

and Jules Feiffer. Blake’s drawing style of a girl and boy with leg braces resembles the 

child in this story. The profile of the child has a likeness to Jules Feiffer’s Milo in The 

Phantom Tollbooth (1961). The similarity is found in Milo’s eyes and shape of his head 

and the roughly drawn body and clothes. These characteristics which were unusual for 

Gorey to include on a child figure disappear in the next images of the same boy. From 

there on the boy looks younger, though his size fluctuates. Probably the best-known 

image from the book is a composition of the family with their guest at the dining table 

(figure 2). Showing the evolution of Gorey’s style this is a key example; and a style con-

tinued in the following book that I have selected. The drawing of the boy in this picture 

represents another stage in the development of his style. Most noticeable are the child’s 

Figure 2. Edward Gorey, illustration from The Doubtful Guest, Pen and ink, 1957, reprint 
by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust.
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eyes drawn as peaked-out holes or dark scribbled circles. 

This technique is later repeated in The Gashlycrumb Tinies. The heads of the boy 

and creature are turned in the same direction toward the man with the dark beard. Yet their 

eyes seem unfocused signaling that the focus should not be on what they are looking at but 

at the similarity between their body language. The identical position of their bodies again 

reiterates a psychological association. In another scene the adults and child are ascending 

the stairs as the Doubtful Guest remains on the first floor. What is interesting in this picture 

is the boy is a part of a composition Gorey later repeats in the rooms the Gashlycrumb chil-

dren occupy. In the scene the boy maintains the same inquisitive stare at the unknown guest, 

a creature that is humorous and sad. Does it sense the boy may understand it? The Doubtful 

Guest shows an image of a child in an unsettling world that was a theme Gorey returned 

to many times. The pictures in this book are a survey of Gorey’s various styles of drawing 

children. The illustrations of the boy in the story exhibit signs of psychological disability 

demonstrated with almost identical body positions with the Doubtful Guest. This is one of 

the types of disabilities in disability theory Gorey elicits in his illustrations of children. An-

other category in the discussion of disability theory is physical disability. The infant in The 

Beastly Baby (1962) is Gorey’s model of a physically deformed child. 

The illustrations of the child in The Beastly Baby again follow the line patterns of 

Feiffer. The baby consists of harsh scribbles. Gorey constructs this image of a child with 

violent scratching of his pen. It makes the drawings in themselves disabled by their dis-

orderliness and disrespect of order that also echoes the infant’s behavior throughout the 

story. The adults’ arms in the illustration on the left make abstract arrow shapes that point 

up and down which fit their painful and enraged expressions. The blank background in 

the picture on the right enables the viewer to focus on nothing but the baby, whose eyes 

are small dark craters and mouth forms a devious curve. (It holds the head of Gorey’s 

most beloved animal, the cat.) Gorey’s grotesquely abnormal body of the child represents 

an extreme portrait of a physically disabled child.  
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The Beastly Baby may express scholar Kevin Shortsleeve’s observation that it is 

Gorey’s “type of ‘innocent’ violence found in children’s rhymes and fairy tales” (49). It 

depicts graphically Gorey’s hideous baby acting out maliciousness. The damage it tries to 

inflict on the adults’ minds and household items is not typical behavior of normal in-

fants, which seems to be Gorey’s intent. But the main form of disability in this tale is the 

disabled child-figure. All of its features go against the normal image of a baby. It has two 

left hands (right-handedness preferable to left-handedness), tiny eyes, “beaky” nose, and 

“damp and sticky” from its incessant crying brought on by its self-pity. This is the only 

“perfectly justified” (n. p.) behavior for the child. The issue that its guardians do not want 

to deal with it does not appear to bother the baby, nor is it threatened by the guardians’ 

distain for it. Is it actually a portrait of a disabled child overcoming a disparaging envi-

ronment? Even though it dies in the end, it succeeds in causing the adults great psycho-

logical pain because of its physical disabilities. 

Gorey’s other child figure that is portrayed as disabled is the elementary-age boy 

Treehorn in The Shrinking of Treehorn (1971) by Florence Parry Heide. The boy’s dilem-

ma about his abnormally changing body continues the discussion of physical disabilities. 

Unlike the Beastly Baby’s caregivers, Treehorn’s parents ignore his condition. Another 

Figure 3. Edward Gorey, illustrations from The Beastly Baby, Pen and ink, 1962, reprinted 
by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust and Penguin Group (USA) Inc.
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departure from the previous character is the style in which he is drawn. In Treehorn’s 

face Gorey’s best-known style is clearly presented in its economy of lines that express his 

characters’ signature look. Characters drawn in this most recognized Gorey method seem 

to tell the viewer with closed mouths that they are onto the illustrator’s spoofs and they 

are waiting for the reader to understand. Heide’s story is about a boy losing control over 

his body and this causes him not to be able to fit into his world anymore. In his adventure 

Treehorn’s environment and surroundings appear to grow larger as he grows smaller. The 

shelf in his bedroom rises beyond his reach. Treehorn’s clothes loosen away from his 

shrinking body. His figure is barely noticeable at his family’s dinner table, but instead of 

being concerned his father scolds him for slouching in his chair. More household items 

continue to become ungraspable as Treehorn continues to physically dwindle. His par-

ents, teachers, and peers treat him as an annoyance. It is only the bus driver who actually 

does not recognize him since he is not his regular size. The bus driver normally assumes 

that a child does not become smaller, only larger. 

Figure 4. Edward Gorey, illustration from The Shrinking of Treehorn, by Florence Parry 
Heide, pen and ink, 1971, reprinted by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust and 
Holiday House. 
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The story is resolved only by Treehorn’s perseverance and willingness to have 

faith that by playing a board game will make him a normal size boy again. Typical of Go-

rey’s characters is his movement from left to right, from page to page like a figure does 

in a film reel. Treehorn moves from scene to scene, nonstop until he walks right under his 

bed. He is not relieved or excited when the game returns him to normal size: “[The Big 

Game for Kids to Grow On] was a pretty boring game” (n. p.). Gorey shows Treehorn’s 

actions as anti-dramatic during the entire tale through his body gestures and facial ex-

pressions. This child is dealing with a disability because he cannot function in everyday 

activities, yet there are no concern or urgent expressions on the adults’ faces either. They 

do not look down on him, rather they appear unaware of his changing body. Treehorn’s 

principal says, “You were right to come to me. That’s what I’m here for. To guide. Not 

 

 to punish, but to guide...To solve all...problems” (n. p.). When Treehorn clarifies that he 

does not have a problem, he is just shrinking, the principal bids him Goodbye. The words 

Figure 5. Edward Gorey, illustration from The Shrinking of Treehorn, by Florence Parry 
Heide, Pen and ink, 1971, reprinted by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust and 
Holiday House.
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and pictures provide a source for discussion of disability and children in the twentieth cen-

tury. If Treehorn sees his declining shape not a problem, what is it? He repeats throughout 

the book that he is simply shrinking. A plethora of psychological diagnoses could blossom 

from this question but will not be a part of this paper. 

Gorey had the talent to draw figures with many different emotions or reactions even 

when not explicitly expressed in the author’s text. He seems to have an intense sense of 

character’s inner thoughts. He had the ability to take over text that he did not write so that a 

reader often forgets that he is not the writer. The reader constantly feels the presence of Gorey 

and his personal response to Heide’s character in his drawings in The Shrinking of Treehorn. 

Treehorn and the Beastly Baby are alone like Gorey was as an only child. Some Gorey experts 

speculate he experienced similar isolation and singularity in physical appearance as the child 

characters in these books. But this is speculative. The illustrations he did for The Shrinking of 

Treehorn demonstrate Gorey’s understanding of the great potential of art enhancing text and 

moving beyond a pictorial representation to questions of signs immersed in Western culture. 

Gorey often sketched his characters in Victorian clothes calling up illustrations of 

children from the “Golden Age” of children’s literature. Idealized images of the child in 

storybooks may be traced back to the nineteenth century in England. In Julia Miele Rodas’s 

article “Mainstreaming Disability Studies?” she quotes Martha Stewart Holmes who “points 

to Victorian Britain as “a time in which ‘afflicted’ and ‘defective’ bodies permeated not only 

the plots of popular literature and drama but also published debates about heredity, health, 

education, work, and welfare,” observing, as well, that a “wide range of nonfictional texts 

. . . addressed disabled people as a newly visible group within Victorian Culture”” (Ro-

das 372-3). Holmes’s statement attests to the tendency society takes as its right to divide, 

extract, and dissect for entertainment sections of its population whose bodies appear to be 

outside of its mainstream images. Nineteenth and twentieth century illustrations of children 

in children’s literature feature bodies outside of able-body types provide an opportunity to 

examine their impact on society’s perception of all children illustrated in texts.  
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CUTENESS GIVES CLUES TO READERS ABOUT GOREY’S PRECARIOUS 

IMAGES OF CHILDREN

Gorey learned to read at an early age and filled his childhood with characters 

from Dracula and Alice in Wonderland. His interest in Victorian literature continued 

through his time as a Harvard student where he was influenced by English professor John 

Ciardi who wrote children’s poetry. Ciardi’s poems are unique because of their unapolo-

getic portrayal of children as monstrous little beings. A portrayal of girls and boys that 

may have led Gorey to a “willingness to let bad things happen in his own child-focused 

books” (17). Gorey illustrated the girls and boys in Ciardi’s poems, which gave him the 

opportunity to put his mentor’s words into visual codes. Gorey’s job to make drawings 

for these works allowed for an intercourse between psychological and physical interpre-

tations of children. The relevance of these influences is his love of gothic literature and 

Ciardi’s children’s literature which resulted in figures of girls and boys drawn in a guise 

of cuteness. His illustrations distort notions of cute children by taking the attributes, small 

frames and large heads, and applying facial expressions that malign original intensions to 

romanticize a child as a being that can be contained and silenced, yet ethereal. Unrealistic 

visuals repeated over centuries may, I argue, be interpreted as realistic pictures of chil-

dren and may actually harm real children. Ida “who drowned in a lake” is a case in point. 

She is a cute child and a Victorian ideal. Her contemplative and melancholy mood seems 

to mold her into a state of a disabled child. She symbolizes dangers that may befall cute 

girls (and boys) because of their attractive physical qualities. 

Beginning in childhood most young readers of children’s literature learn to pick 

up visual codes, codes that produce popular pictures that last throughout an epoch. Ida 

is a nineteenth century motif of a cute girl placed in a doomed situation. Gorey’s work 
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seems influenced by Through the Looking Glass by Lewis Carroll. Gorey’s drawing of 

Ida and Carroll’s illustrator John Tenniel’s Alice are portrayed in similar fashion. They 

are similar in the bending of their legs, positioning of their arms and their hands pressing 

against mirror surfaces. Alice’s position in Tenniel’s picture is practically restaged by Ida’s 

actions. Both characters will go through the mirror or water into other worlds: one to a new  

 

land and the other to find her death. The pictures show girls at the peak of romanticized 

youth. They are angelic and otherworldly, qualities no longer obtainable by adults. 

Gorey seems to have been fascinated with this subject and instilled his young 

females their own unique qualities. They are small figures who wear white gowns and 

like Alice find themselves existing in environments where they seem to have very little 

control over. Unlike Alice’s determined look Gorey’s Gashlycrumb surreal girls appear 

miserable and have resigned expressions. The reader of Gorey’s tale is not allowed to 

travel with the children, like he can with Alice, to witness the end of their stories. In The 

Figure 6. Edward Gorey’s illustration from The Gashlycrumb Tinies, pen and ink, 1963, 
reprinted by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust. 
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Gashlycrumb Tinies Gorey produces a narrative consisting of a single frame that leaves 

most readers with an uneasy feel. Some of the children may not seem to be in danger if 

the texts did not accompany the illustrations. Ida’s scene may not feel as foreboding if not 

for the words Gorey drew by hand below the picture. The sentence accompanying Kate’s 

scene with the line “K is for Kate who was struck by an axe” is not really necessary 

because it is repetitive. No one could mistake that this image is of a tiny girl, who, before 

being violently murdered, was a portrait of a cute girl. Gorey created dramatic transitions 

in scenes from a girl who is on the verge of falling into a lake to one who has been left on 

the snow-covered ground at night with a hatchet in her doll-like frame. 

Karen Wilkin notes his illustrations are “utterly unreal but wholly believable” 

and “indelibly etched in the memory” (45). She maintains the illustrator’s girls and boys 

are not quaint or grotesque but in his style that mainly comes from his own mind. His 

thoughtfully constructed little figures have specific purposes in their settings, including 

literary references from Gorey’s expansive knowledge of literature. The book’s full title 

is The Gashlycrumb Tinies or, After the Outing, and the second half of the title describes 

Ida’s and Kate’s situations. The picture of Kate with the huge axe depicts a brutal attack 

on a blonde, white girl. At the top of the composition trees are filtering into the night 

sky with a sliver of moon visible between them. Snow covers the ground where a trail of 

blood begins at the tree trunks, then makes an ogee-shaped line down to meet a miniature 

figure of a girl. With a gigantic tool stuck in her chest, Kate has volumes of blood flow-

ing out of her body. Her arms are above her head and her eyes appear hollowed out. Kate 

does not have a mouth and has only the slightest indication of a nose. This is the image 

that causes the most consternation from first-time readers. The blood pouring from her 

stomach is probably the most alarming aspect of the scene. 

Sometimes the graphic violence has already occurred and other times Gorey 

depicts the moment just before a brutal act. Both are Gorey’s signature compositions: the 
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demise befalling the character is hidden from the viewer on invisible pages that precede 

or follow the current page. Kate has wandered out into the night maybe sleepwalking or 

drawn outside into the winter night by some gothic mean. Gorey may have placed this 

presumably cute child in the center of the book as a shocking reminder that children may 

encounter horror; his drawings represent the vulnerability of the young. 

Gorey gives each child in The Gashlycrumb Tinies a physical or psychological 

wound. Selma G. Lanes, in Through the Looking Glass: Further Adventures & Misadven-

tures in the Realm of Children’s Literature explains how weakness means being marked 

and marked means a figure has a wound. To illustrate, she contends that Gorey’s illustra-

tions of Rumpelstiltskin are “disappointingly perfunctory, the title character too fey to 

be taken seriously” (117). All of Gorey’s Gashlycrumb children could fall into Lanes’s 

description of Rumpelstiltskin. Do readers have similar reactions when viewing these 

illustrations of children? Even if they are thought of as cute, the children could be seen as 

Figure 7. Edward Gorey’s illustration from The Gashlycrumb Tinies, pen and ink, 1963 
reprinted by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust.
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unappealing as characters who are ill-equipped and useless, who show a pathetic un-

willingness to try to function in Gorey’s dark interiors; and letting any form of disability 

allow them to surrender to their fates. 

All the girls and boys in The Gashlycrumb Tinies have black eyes, doll-like 

proportions, with oversized heads and tiny bodies that have a likeness to the drawings 

of Kate Greenaway in her illustrations for Victorian storybooks. Gorey may have also 

gazed at the billowy white gowns the cute children wear or floral print dresses on the 

girls in Greenway’s pictures. The vague, sightless eyes of the petite figures are seen in 

his drawings. Gorey decides not to draw his girls with the curly hair, chubby checks, and 

plump lips like Greenaway does in the illustration for The Pied Piper of Hamelin. Their 

heads are adorned with flower crowns and they are clothed in loose white dresses, and 

wear unsure expressions on their faces and their eyes appear devoid of eyesight. Another 

similarity is between Greenaway’s cute girls and the child representing “Z is for Zillah 

who drank too much gin” (fig. 7). In this picture, a doll with a skull head and a long white 

dress sits in a chair across the table from the seated Zillah. The doll could be a stand-in 

for Kate or Ida in even more miniaturized forms and as symbols of unrestrained cuteness. 

Zillah herself resembles drawings by Greenaway. She has the blank eyes and the patterns 

on her dress. If readers can look past the gruesome surface of these illustrations, they 

may recognize Gorey’s subtle commentary on how society uses the image of the young, 

innocent child to their benefit. Peter Neumeyer, Gorey’s longtime friend and collabora-

tor on children’s books, observed that Gorey’s children in The Gashlycrumb Tinies are 

in “border of borders [and] [. . .] [t]hose poor little children, all 26 of them, crossing it” 

(55). This border within border results in what Wilkin says “produce[s] a mystery wholly 

conveyed purely “[w]ith great serious[ness] and conviction, [Gorey] never suggest[s] for 

a moment, no matter what happens, that anything out of the ordinary is going on,” (57) 

meaning that he shows the reader how we too often see children consciously or uncon-

sciously. Gorey’s children’s faces “emphasize the unlikeliness of the action and [they] 
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underline . . . the hilarious earnestness of the narrative” (57).

Gorey’s narratives that explore humorous narratives spiked with truthfulness work 

because of the idea of cuteness, which in this thesis describes the facial and body fea-

tures of a child. The specifics of normed girls and boys include attributes such as small 

feet, legs, torso, arms, and hands, with larger heads and eyes, pronounced cheeks, and 

curly or wavy hair. In traditional illustrations of children in storybooks girls wear dresses 

and boys are in miniature suits both in the Victorian style. Their angelic innocence was 

refined by Greenaway during the nineteenth century’s “Golden Age” of children’s litera-

ture. Her drawings of children include cute infants with “roundness of form and thickness 

of limbs; roundness and flatness of face; [and] largeness of eyes;” (Merish 187).  Ruthger 

Righart and Beatrice de Gelder affirm that the scientific study of cuteness looks at the 

“characteristic shape and associated movement represented by [infantile] bodies [which] 

may be a potent trigger for form perception in the immature visual system of the neo-

nate”(17237). Not only are their outward appearances measured but also their physical 

interaction. According to this study, babies remain in a neotenized (or what constitutes for 

cute) appearance in order to secure their parents’ or guardians’ protection. Through gen-

erations of development the child’s body has managed to remain in a cute infantile state 

longer to control caregivers’ attention, according to Righart. The Today Show television 

program ran a report focusing on two Oxford University researchers, Alan Stein and Kris-

tine Parsons. Stein and Parsons depose that when a mature human being’s brain looks at a 

cute baby it gets “a burst in its pleasure center . . . in the higher regions of the brain where 

emotion and reward is processed, at tremendous speed” (The Today Show, January 6, 

2012). The story implies that most babies are considered cute, which seems to follow the 

research that connects an impregnable model that an infant may rely upon for survival. 

Cuteness also benefits adults. Daniel Harris explains, in his article “Cuteness” 

that “[c]uteness, it is not something we find in our children but something we do to them” 

(179). Cute children may be given more leniencies. Harris argues there is the perception 
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that “[cuteness] aestheticizes unhappiness, helplessness, and deformity, it almost always 

involves an act of sadism on the part of its creator who makes an unconscious attempt 

to maim, hobble, and embarrass the thing he seeks to idolize. The process of conveying 

cuteness to the viewer disempowers its objects, forcing them into ridiculous situations 

and making them appear more ignorant and vulnerable than they really are” (179-80). 

Cuteness may guarantee safety but there is the danger that it changes a child into an 

object to coddle and possess. Japanese adults hold fervently “modes of cute” because of 

their country’s low birth rate. They deal with this by transforming themselves into ba-

bies (psychologytoday.com). This phenomenon happens when the desire to be a baby is 

greater than the need to have one. It morphs a small image into an exaggerated form that 

an adult can emulate and moves him outside of reality and into a fantasy existence. This 

may cause a distorted picture of an actual child, with the risk of abandonment or perver-

sion if he or she does not fit the criteria. 

Two notions of the Western child have developed with almost opposing views ac-

cording to Jonathan Bignell. In his book An Introduction to Television Studies, he writes: 

“One on hand, children have been regarded as: irrational, immortal, and in need of adult 

guidance [. . .] [b]ut on the other hand, [they] are regarded as: innocent, naturally predis-

posed to be good, and uncontaminated by adults’ problems” (242). These concepts are 

played out in a child’s physical and emotional performances in his everyday surround-

ings. As the child grows older gender becomes a part of his performance, according to 

Judith Butler. She asserts that there is a point where a child begins playing a “female or 

male” character that society has designed. From his earliest interactions with his caretak-

ers a child seems inherently destined to learn through cues that certain expressions are 

encouraged or discouraged. If babies are born with individual traits that deviate from the 

norm, parents and teacher view these differences as unattractive or weird and attempt to 

weed them out of the child. Possibly the adults do this for the consideration of the child 

to help them fit in with their peers, to prevent them from being singled out or stared 
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at. Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, the well-known disability scholar, draws attention to 

staring in her book Staring: How We Look. She notes “[s]taring is an ocular response to 

what we don’t expect to see [. . .] More than just looking, staring is an urgent eye jerk of 

intense interest” (3). From her book Extraordinary Bodies she argues “[a child seen] as 

a victim [is also] the disabled figure [who] appears not as transformed…or unique but 

as violated.” Like Ahab’s a child’s body in fairy tales is usually “violently and definitely 

separated from the rest of the community” (45). The young person “along with other dis-

abled figures poses the troubling question of whether any person is independent of physi-

cal limitations, immune to external forces, and without need of assistance and care from 

others” (45-6). An example is the cute child who may suffer from continuous stares that 

have the potential to make her feel insecure or confused. These intense looks combined 

with strong emotional responses from adults may cause her to be nervous or scared. This 

may be because she will most likely not be able to understand why she has been sepa-

rated from normal children merely because of her appearance. This is the non-prestige of 

cuteness which Sianne Ngai discusses in her article, “The Cuteness of the Avant-Garde.” 

Ngai contends that cuteness is considered a minor concept, and in a subgenre 

below beauty. Beauty is supreme in its ability to cause an individual to forcefully seek 

pleasure from it, whereas cuteness usually arouses mixed feelings. She says this is so 

because our concepts of cute are not grounded as firmly as those for beauty. Ngai writes 

that “prestigious aesthetic concepts like beautiful, sublime, and ugly have generated mul-

tiple theories and philosophies of art, [compared to] novel ones such as cute…whimsi-

cal… [or] cozy” (811-12). Her blunt analysis of cuteness as a term and concept still barely 

touched by philosophers and academics hopefully will inspire more research, especially 

in children’s literature. Leaf through pictures of children in storybooks and it should not 

take long with a concentrated eye to begin to decipher what attributes are selected by 

illustrators to produce a cute child. This area of study is important because it directly 

affects children’s lives. It will bring cuteness up to the prestige of beauty in order for 
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scholars to tear it down to the ground; to unfold its varied meanings.

Disability scholars Lori Merish and Tobin Siebers confront these types of essen-

tialized bodies. Merish argues that “cute” is a beauty mark containing “naturalized social 

differences” (185). Children learn through a process of assimilation about prejudices and 

acceptable types of cute. The result is they form superficial viewpoints that instill a rigid 

and intolerant, yet ambiguous, model. Merish singles out Shirley Temple as the embodi-

ment of the cute child. In Temple’s movies the audience “learns to ‘recognize’ and ‘value’ 

the cute [. . .] to ‘love’ the cute—that is, to [feel] the culturally specified normative emo-

tions” or the correct “aesthetic response” (186). The enticement of a cute child includes the 

urge to render her powerless and to view the child in a needy state. In other words, cuteness 

often corresponds to dependence—yet cuteness always carries an unattainable quality to it.

Greenaway’s harshest critic, John Ruskin, informed her that her illustrations of 

children depicted too much of reality and not enough “Paradise” and should have been 

more celestial (Meyer 108). The appetite for cute images of children is never satisfied, 

which for illustrators often places intense pressure on them. The hint of anxiety in Green-

away’s illustrations is probably rooted in her own life that was filled with insecurities. 

She was observed as “too sensitive,” and once professed that “[j]oy surfeited turns to 

sorrow,” and “admitted ‘I hated to be grownup’” (Meyer 117). In Susan Meyer’s book A 

Treasury of the Great Children’s Book Illustrators, she writes that if “Greenaway’s illus-

trations are convincing, it may be the result of her own unwillingness to leave childhood 

far behind.” (117). Her figures were rendered as cute objects that represented death but 

not real death. Her images where not just in books but were produced on handkerchiefs, 

vases, and caskets. Illustrations of children were important in Victorian society. The im-

ages of dead children were vital to this society because they held the power to soften grief 

at the loss of a dead youth. In particular illustrations of white girls were associated with 

the motif of death. This idea is included in the next section which explores the concepts 

of whiteness.
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THE DRAWING PIN THAT HOLDS THE PICTURE OF A WHITE GOREY GIRL 

Edward Gorey and Edgar Allan Poe, the Romantic genre writer, recurrently 

centered stories on females and death. For the cover of an edition of Poe’s Tales of the 

Grotesque and Arabesque Gorey drew a rough sketch of an elongated female figure in 

a long white dress with a white veil cascading from her head. The composition features 

tropes of Gothic literature: a ghostlike female, and a dark, decaying house surrounded by 

threatening tree branches. Poe’s poems were great resources for Gorey’s illustrations. His 

poems “Helen” and “The Sleeper” match beauty with death. In “Helen” Poe constructed 

the lines: “Helen, thy beauty is to me / [. . .] thy classic face / How statue-like” (1-12). 

The book notes for the edition explain that “an idealized figure . . .  always conveyed for 

Poe associations of beauty and the power of woman” (522). Death is the subject in “The 

Sleeper,” which includes the lines: “A Beauty sleeps! – and lo! Where lies / Irene, with 

her Destinies! [. . .] Oh, lady bright! (16-18). Poe’s theme of death was often represented 

by the image of a dying white female. Illustrations of alive or dead children were also 

“cast as objects of mourning” (Siebers 161). When these images are repeated over time 

the representations of white children become objects rather then individualized characters 

and loose their visual impact. 

Richard Dyer writes about the idea of whiteness as it relates to visual images. In 

Whiteness he argues that “within Western art the dead white body has often been a sight 

of veneration, an object of beauty. While Christ on the cross may be an image of suffering 

agony…also part of the transcendent identity. In Victorian times, death—especially that 

of children, above all girls—was seen as a fit subject for painting—that had far more to 

do with beauty than tragedy” (208). An illustration of an exceptionally cute white child 

once established by a culture as the pinnacle representation becomes set as the permanent 
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example in people’s minds. Concepts of whiteness may be considered in the analysis of 

Gorey’s figures. When Gorey leaves an illustration of a child too white—created by an 

absence of black ink that is combined with a thickly penned composition—his figures 

take on a light-weightiness and ghostly presence which may have the effect of turning 

the figure’s whiteness into an eerie, grotesque figure. From that point on these registered 

images, even when extreme representations, may be looked over and disregarded because 

what they signify may be almost instantly identified. Drawings of children of different 

colors are also assigned recognizable traits designed by society. 

Nathalie op de Beeck discusses, in the section titled “Full Color or negative 

Space? Representing Nonwhite Characters” from her book Suspended Animation, the in-

fluence picture books have on children who grew up in “certain economic and education-

al privileges” (76). Young readers with social advantages “observed how… immigrants, 

and people of color…had been coded as outsiders in popular, aesthetically pleasing texts 

for child readers” (76). She continues saying that the “material qualities and imagery 

influence the way readers interpret and remember representations of the Other” (76). By 

the twentieth century this coded negativity toward the Other grew into an appreciation of 

pictures of figures that were not white, and an emphasis on their positive qualities began 

appearing in illustrations of them. Political correctness seemed to move the Other charac-

ters into the central roles in children’s literature. The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats from 

1962 is one of the first modern picture books to tell a story of a black boy. Peter appears 

in more than one book by Keats, who was a white man. He said he wanted to created a 

black child character without any political or social agendas; a black child who experi-

ences a daily event, playing in snow. On the pages where Peter is in the snow the viewer 

sees a child with a light brown complexion in a bright red snowsuit. Keats’s created a dy-

namic contrast between the whiteness of the snow and Peter’s figure covered in red. The 

snow and Peter share the illustrations they occupy; one does not overshadow the other. 

Arnheim’s quote “darkness is…the effect of dark objects hiding bright ones.” (304) does 
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not apply to The Snowy Day. This also does not apply to Gorey’s pictures of children but 

instead the opposite effect. Gorey’s heavily inked backgrounds promote the light filled 

white child and bring it out toward the viewer which attracts him because of its bright-

ness. This brightness may cover any faults the illustrator had deliberately or not draw on 

the figure. Dyer writes that “an extreme image of whiteness acts as a distraction” (223) in 

its ability to help hide undesirable attributes. A child’s death scene works in this “rhetoric 

of transcendent vision and light” (427). The illuminated figure (fig. 8) from Gorey’s The 

Fatal Lozenge (1960) fits this description. Is there an intension by Gorey to call to mind 

Christ’s crucifixion? The toddler holds his arms up in a crucified position, in addition, 

he has been stabbed with a sword as Christ also was pierced in his side. Dyer writes that 

“[w]hile Christ on the cross may often be an image of agony, it is also one of 

beauty” (208). And like Christ, the stabbed child never had a chance to escape his preda-

tor. In this terrible scene depicting ultimate cruelty toward a child, Gorey’s style of face is 

the same as the boy’s in The Doubtful Guest and those in The Gashlycrumb Tinies. 

Figure 8. Edward Gorey, illustration from The Fatal Lozenge, Pen and ink, 1960, reprint 
by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust.
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Like the infant in The Fatal Lozenge, done three years prior, Kate, one of Gorey’s 

most famous and recognizable figures, has the same positional qualities found in a scene 

of Jesus’ crucifixion. But the extreme maliciousness that befalls Kate specifically targets 

the subject of the death of the innocent child. Gorey twists the death of a beautified girl 

and instead created a scene which causes the majority of twentieth century viewers to 

flinch. Kate covered in blood is still as graphic and taboo image in the twenty-first cen-

tury. She no longer represents a scene of ethereal beauty. She is not a dying child who, 

as Dyer describes, lies “panting on her pillow…Earth was past, earthly pain; triumphant 

brightness of the face…bright, glorious smile passed over her face…O! love, - joy, - 

peace gave a sigh and passed from death unto life!” (208). Even though Gorey took a 

brutal approach to this type of scene described above, a 2007 calendar containing his 

drawings of children notes that he could be considered a “seeker…[who] entertained us 

with . . . images to heighten our concerns—particularly with children, often placed in dis-

Figure 9. Edward Gorey’s illustration from The Gashlycrumb Tinies, pen and ink, 1963, 
reprinted by permission of Edward Gorey Charitable Trust.
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concerting settings” (n.p.). And with this ugliness and seemingly disregard for children in 

actuality he had a deep concern for how society treated children. He successfully accom-

plished his mission by drawing these illustrations. Nathalie op de Beeck explains that a 

feature of picture books is their ability to “explicitly and implicitly express time-sensitive 

concepts of class, race, ethnicity, gender, childhood, and nation—unstable categories that 

essentialist picture-book caricatures and definitions very often seek to stabilize” (xiv) 

through visual arts. Gorey’s art for picture books suggests that it (good art) has a subject 

or topic that at the same time “is really about something else” meaning that art must be 

mentally multi-dimensional: “it’s no good having one without the other” (Neumeyer 19, 

39). If it is one-dimensional, in that it merely conveys the simplest form of a sign, it lacks 

stimulation. The viewer will not be able to experience his own emotions or feelings of 

exuberance or revelation when looking at a picture. They will most likely be bored, an-

noyed, or dissatisfied. The artist must leave threads of ideas for his readers to collect and 

seam together to create new perspectives on everyday life.
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CONCLUSION

The problem picture books face is that they too many times provide quick flashes 

of an automatic recognition of learned responses appropriate to experiencing entertain-

ment. Perry Nodelman, author of Words about Pictures: The Narrative Art of Children’s 

Picture Books, argues “[w]e could not read words if we could not interpret the visual 

symbols that stand for them on paper; reading is itself an act of vision [...]—a linguistic 

skill rather than an automatic act” (x). Storybook pictures have an endearing and endur-

ing impression on a child’s mind, lasting longer than the images of words. Children’s first 

glimpse into complicated subjects is usually presented to them in illustrations in their sto-

rybooks. In her book Enchanted Hunters: The Power of Stories in Childhood Maria Tatar 

points out that children in Victorian society were conditioned not to be startled by images 

of dead girls and boys because in the nineteenth century this was a common occurrence. 

They repeatedly observed scenes of dying children in illustrations in their storybooks. 

Mary Poppins author, P. L. Travers, remembers fondly reading Twelve Deathbed Scenes 

as a child: dying was “either a reward for spiritual righteousness and moral rectitude or as 

a punishment for wicked . . . behavior;” or as an opportunity “for rapturous contemplation 

of the hereafter.” (97-9). Poe believed the death child myth was a celebration of “even 

greater literary eloquence” (98). It also led to the production of exquisite illustrations for 

children’s literature. 

From this overindulgence in angelic figures Gorey took these once romanticized 

and fetish images of perishing children and used his art to strip away any vanity to show 

the dark side of this motif. His illustrations are especially effective since they are pre-

sented in small books that almost force intimacy between reader and pictures. Arnheim 

theorized “if expression is the primary content of vision in daily life, the same should be 
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all the more true of the way the [illustrator and] artist looks at the world. The expressive 

qualities are his means of communication” (455). Gorey said, “I truly am more interested 

in what everyday life is like. People think I think everyday life is filled with murder. But 

to me every day is completely different…even when nothing at all is happening” (As-

cending Peculiarity 85). The concern is that adults may not see in Gorey’s portraits of 

children how they are often mistreated in everyday life. They may not see that sometimes 

children are interpreted as disabled figures in storybook illustrations. If parents, caregiv-

ers, educators, et al grasp a full and deep understanding of how illustrators depict girls 

and boys—good or bad—in children’s literature, the result could be that living children 

may finally receive proper respect in the world. 
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APPENDIX

Gorey’s illustrations were mainly reproduced in black and white. He seemed 

to have preferred this, and succeeded by his skill of using a wide range of tonalities. 

His drawings of shadows invite the viewer “in those places of the setting where light is 

scarce” (Arnheim 315). Dark places in fairytales generally mean foreboding spaces, and 

Gorey followed this tradition. On the other hand, his drawings with watercolor may seem 

too tame and inconsequential. They seem to be studies, almost studies by apprentices, and 

not by the artist. When Gorey put color in his drawings the viewer may get the same feel 

he gets when watching a black and white film that has been colorized. The result seems 

to interfere with the characters, narrative, and the purpose of the project. Wilkin writes 

that Gorey “is able to extract more ‘color’ from black ink on white paper than he is from 

a whole spectrum of pigments [like] . . . many great photographers are said to have done, 

he thinks in terms of tonalities” (55). The density, size, shape of Gorey’s lines provide 

all the medium that his figures need. His pen and ink figures are totally formed and exist 

completely in their environments. Putting color on them dilutes and dulls their visual 

impact. 

One last word on Gorey’s love of fine art. The Dada art movement inspired Gorey 

because it “drew directly on the nonsense tradition of nursery and schoolroom, while 

fostering forms of artistic performance that affected children’s literature itself” (Ross 

and Wilkin 98). The Dadaist Max Ernst, who was actually a fan of Gorey’s work, cre-

ated art that contained “creepy interiors and threatening forests [present] in many of 

Gorey’s works” (98). Gorey once remarked he “more or less grew up with [Ernst’s] Two 

Children Are Threatened by a Nightingale (1924) at The Modern Museum of Art” (Ross 
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and Wilkin12). Two Children is a painting with attached wood pieces. The top half of 

the painting has rows of blue bleeding down the surface until finally fading out into the 

narrative of the picture. It is a surreal scene, a visual mystery waiting to be solved. Two 

figures in frantic motion position their bodies towards opposite sides of the canvas, while 

a third figure lies on the ground between them. The masculine figure holding an infant on 

the right balances one leg on top of the roof of a small building. The mystery and wealth 

of unanswered questions this artwork raises echoes many of Gorey’s illustrated compo-

sitions. The reader may be able to see similarities between his scenes and Ernst’s when 

they look with an inquisitive mind. Ernst’s artwork may give insight into another source 

that began Edward Gorey’s journey to create a world filled with anxiety and innuendos 

surrounding images of children.
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AFTERWARD

On February 22, 2013 Edward Gorey would have turned 88. Aimee Ortiz writes 

on this date on The Christian Science Monitor website that Gorey “inspired marginal-

ized groups with his illustrations and words. Yet, for all his dark humor, Gorey’s quirks 

were simultaneously normal and baffling.” His illustrations may serve as requests from 

the artist to the reader to consider normality in all types of people. Maybe he kept this 

philosophy alive with his love of the mainstream culture, as Ortiz says he “had to have 

that cultural water floating along all the time.” I think it reminded Gorey that stereotypes 

influence people, while at the same time pop culture gave his sensitive spirit relief from 

that world.    
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